UNLIKE US:

In the past few years, a movement has grown to express discontent with corporate social media such as Facebook, Google and Twitter. After the initial failure of the over-hyped Diaspora platform, a global conversation started with the premise that a different internet architecture is possible; an architecture that respects privacy, is decentralized, and is able to defend itself against both corporate and state intrusions. What alternative architectures do we have on offer now that crypto-layers are necessary to ward off the NSA? The paranoid culture of desperation after Snowdon can make way for a debate on how a future internet might look. Is it possible to retire the real-time logic so prevalent today and restore collective online experiences? What does it mean for us to demand a decentralized 'federated' Web? How can we dismantle the cloud and build up distributed infrastructures? Is it possible to sabotage the economy-of-scale and winner-takes-all rules of the internet that have so far only been beneficial to venture capital?
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